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Fall TV Summary: Horny Old Ladies Rule The Networks. |
Spatula In The Wilderness

Each Autumn, I happily fall down within the vicinity of a television set and eagerly
stare at all the new programs on tap. Never mind that there really is no Fall TV
season any more. New shows are trotted out with scientific regularity (insert your
own laxative pun) and there isn’t a lot to look forward to. There are several
themes, however, that the networks seemed to have keyed into this year, and the
Fall does bring a slate of competing shows of relative similarity. Some of the
pervasive, half thought out TV genres for this year:

Old Ladies On The Make:CBS-The Coalition For Broadcast Senility is betting
on the winsome, leathery charm of Jenna Elfman in Accidentally On Purpose.

She’s over 40, pregnant and with a stud. ABC is putting up Courtney Cox in Cougar Town. In this
one the writers allowed for birth control, common sense and support hose. Winner? Desperate
Cougars. Oops, I mean Cougar Town.

Let’s Play 80′s: ABC’s Wednesday lineup is full of new and untested programming. The one
repeater in the bunch is Eastwick, which is another re-hash of the 22 year old Jack Nicholson flick

The Witches of Eastwick. You know who was hot 22 years ago? Courtney
Cox and Jenna Elfman. Meanwhile, the CW is all repeats. Last year’s “is that
still on?’ show, 90210, is followed by the new/old update of Melrose Place.
CW? You’ve got Gossip Girl. Do you really need a remake of a show about
an apartment complex? Can’t wait for the new Gilmore Girls. Too bad
Smallville never went off. You could bring that back, too.

Bury The Good Shows:Last season’s creeptastic gem, Fringe, has now been
placed squarely on Thursdays against Grey’s Anatomy, The Office and CSI. Fox
should have just cancelled it in the Spring instead of putting fans through this
protracted funeral march. The program features an underrated ensemble cast
(Anna Torv, Joshua Jackson, John Noble, and Lance Reddick), horrifying plot
lines and dialogue that keeps me quoting for a week at a time (especially the
inappropriate nuggets of joy offered by Noble’s character Walter Bishop). Buried
even further (Friday night, kiss ‘o death) this year is NBC’s Southland, last year’s
Los Angeles police stunner. Are these shows too expensive? Why keep them on
if the only purpose is to be place fillers?

In the end, we’ll have Joel McHale on network television, which (even if Community itself sucks)
can’t be all bad and lots of strange new programs to not watch. My suggestions for shows to the
programmers in charge? CW would have a winner with  Vampire Super Model. In this program
good looking, blood sucking, wannabe models drive stakes through the competition. CBS would do
well with NCIS:Viagra.Give them boys some extra pills and see how much crime they fight. Aw, it
doesn’t matter. I’m going to spend my time muttering STFU at the TV. Yes, I should take my own
advice. Onward and upward.
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